When building a deck or balcony, if not waterproofed properly, damage can occur not only to the patio but worse, the structure beneath it. Exposure to water can create leaks resulting in expensive and time-consuming repairs.

Protecto Wrap Company’s Protecto Deck™ protects roof deck surfaces from costly water damage. The system’s nominal 70 mil membrane, latex liquid membrane and reinforcing fabric serve as your primary roof deck waterproofing in an installer friendly application. Its peel and stick application with a fabric top coating makes an excellent bonding surface for latex modified thin-set mortars and allows for immediate installation of tile or stone. No more wasted time with complicated installation or waiting for curing.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

– 30 day exposure rating
– A nominal 70 mil, fully adhered waterproofing system
– Fabric top coating makes an excellent bonding surface for latex modified thin-set mortars
– IAPMO UEL-5020 certified
– No curing time needed — fabric top coating allows for immediate installation of tile or stone
– Easy to use peel and stick application
– Ideal for balconies, sundecks, patios and exterior decks
– Antimicrobial coated fabric

Allows for immediate installation of tile or stone – no curing time needed
1. All exterior deck surfaces must have a minimum 1/4" per foot slope to drain and must meet current TCNA and ANSI substrate and structural standards (refer to tech data sheet or full instruction manual).

2. Make sure you have all of the required components, Protecto Deck membrane, fabric, liquid membrane, primer and detail tape for any drains.

3. Layout and pre-cut Protecto Deck membrane.

4. Prime surface and allow to dry.

5. Install Protecto Deck membrane.

6. Cut fabric to sit around all transitions, posts and protrusions.


8. Re-coat with liquid.

9. Apply liberal coat to all overlap seams and ensure any exposed fabric is coated.

10. Allow to dry for 24 hours. Complete a flood test.